ABSTRACT Given the broad applications of service-oriented architecture (SOA) in service-oriented software engineering, service-based systems (SBSs) built from existing Web services are becoming increasingly popular. As a result, the selection of the appropriate component services to include in SBSs has become a crucial step in the SBS-engineering process. Unfortunately, most of the existing methods require that system engineers have a detailed knowledge of the corresponding SOA techniques, which can incur several limitations, including excessively demanding development conditions and a lengthy development cycle. To address this issue, we propose to use subgraph queries for SBSs (SQS), which is an efficient approach that allows system engineers to build SBSs based on previous development experience. The SQS converts the SBS engineering problem into a subgraph isomorphism problem and uses a customized algorithm inspired by the VF2 algorithm to build SBSs with quality constraints and optimization goals for system quality. The SQS offers a new paradigm for efficient SBS engineering that significantly reduces the time and effort required in the system-engineering process. We discuss a series of experiments that use two real-world Web service datasets to demonstrate the practicality, effectiveness, and efficiency of this approach.
SBS that meets the various user requirements, which has become a major obstacle to broadening the applications of SOA. Therefore, numerous tools [8] , [9] and automated construction techniques have been proposed [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] to improve the efficiency of the SBS development process. However, even relatively simple tools, such as Oracle BPEL Process Manager and IBM Process Designer, still require system engineers to have a detailed knowledge of SOA techniques, which is often too much to ask [1] . Moreover, for inexperienced system engineers, the SBS that they build may fail to execute and then rebuild, which extends the SBS build cycle.
A straightforward and promising approach to simplify this problem is to use SBS historical records as a priori knowledge of the SBS under development (i.e., to assist system engineers in building SBSs based on previous development experience). This idea was inspired by the rapidly growing number of SBSs created, most of which follow some popular business models and usage patterns [14] . Thus, given a repository of previously created SBSs, one can always find historical SBS solutions.
Consider the SBS history repository with five SBSs shown in Fig. 1 and the SBS query in Fig. 2 . Where T denote task and s denote service. Take the service composition sc 1 in Fig. 1 as an example, it consists of two Web services s 8 and s 9 , each of which covers a specific business process task (s 8 covers T 4 and s 9 covers T 5 ). Note that, the SBS query in Fig. 2 contains five business process tasks, i.e., Video Shooting (T 1 ), Video Cutting (T 2 ), Video Beautifying (T 3 ), Video Dubbing (T 4 ), and Video Merging (T 5 ). In this case, the assistive approach may quickly return the solution sc 5 from the SBS history repository to the system engineer for reference because the services in sc 5 cover all the tasks in the SBS query and the execution order is consistent with the SBS query. Next, the system engineer chooses whether to deploy the returned SBS solution on a BPEL execution engine. Of course, designers can also fine-tune (add, delete, or replace some services) SBS solutions to build new SBSs according to their preferences. Once the new SBS is deployed, it is included in the SBS history repository to provide a reference for designers with similar functional requirements.
Thus, the use of historical information is advantageous because it assists system engineers in building SBSs rather than building them directly through the system planning, service discovery, and service selection. However, providing the necessary information from historical records to help system engineers build SBSs is nontrivial and faces some critical challenges.
First of all, historical SBS do not always support the SBS under development because of different quality requirements. Therefore, the selected services must achieve the system engineer's optimization goal while satisfying all quality constraints for the SBS, which constitutes an NP-hard qualityaware service-selection problem. Thus, as the scenario scales up (e.g., with more tasks, more candidate services, and/or more quality constraints), it becomes intractable.
The second challenge is that a limited SBS history repository may not provide more alternatives for system engineers to satisfy their various preferences; instead, the potential SBS in the historical repository must be mined. Consider the SBS query in Fig. 2 again. As shown in Fig. 1 , only one service composition sc 5 exist in the SBS history repository with precisely the same structure as the given SBS query. In this case, a service composition sc similar to sc 5 should also be returned to the system engineer. Here, sc = sc 5 , except that task T 5 is executed by service s 9 instead of service s 10 . Because s 9 is also a candidate service for T 5 , and Web services s 7 and s 9 have a collaboration history in sc 4 , and s 8 and s 9 have a collaboration history in sc 1 . Therefore, we have reason to believe that sc is a potential SBS for system engineers. However, mining all potential SBSs by enumeration is computationally unfeasible, especially for a large search space.
To address these challenging problems, we propose herein to use subgraph queries for service-based systems (SQS), which is a novel approach to assist system engineers in building SBSs by characterizing pre-specified SBS plans in terms of quality constraints and quality optimization goals, as shown in Fig. 3 . SQS run on directed, vertex-labeled data graphs, where the nodes in the data graph represent service instances, with the label denoting their functionality and the directed edges between two nodes representing the composability of services extracted from their collaboration history. A system engineer with no detailed knowledge of SOA techniques can easily find the necessary Web services, thereby providing a reference and basis for the SBS under development. They need only enter the SBS plan, and the SQS returns a subgraph of the data graph, which represents a possible service composition for the SBS under development. This solution includes the services that perform the SBS tasks, as well as the execution order of these services. Therefore, SQS can save system engineers significant time and effort by finding the component services to build their SBSs.
This paper thus makes the following contributions: 1) It proposes the SQS, which offers a novel paradigm that assists system engineers with no detailed knowledge of SOA techniques to build SBSs by characterizing pre-specified SBS plans in terms of quality constraints and optimization goals for system quality. 2) We build a Web service data graph based on a SBS history repository and transform the process of building a SBS into a subgraph isomorphism problem. 3) Based on Web service data graphs, SQS uses a customized algorithm inspired by the VF2 algorithm to respond to system-engineer queries for building SBSs. Three types of queries are currently supported: normal queries, constraint queries (i.e., queries with quality constraints), and optimal queries (i.e., queries with quality constraints and optimization goals). 4) We discuss a series of experiments that involved both real-life and synthetic datasets to evaluate the practicality, effectiveness, and efficiency of the proposed method. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: The next section reviews related work, following which Section III defines the preliminary concepts and definitions. Section IV discusses the technical details of SQS for building SBSs based on the graph model, and Section V evaluates the practicality, effectiveness, and efficiency of SQS based on experimental results. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper and discusses future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Over the past few years, automated Web-service composition has become a critical issue in service-oriented software engineering. Because the proposed technique builds SBSs based on data graphs, we review the related work in SBS engineering processes and in graph search-based methods for building SBSs.
A. SERVICE-BASED SYSTEMS ENGINEERING PROCESS
The service composition process for engineering a SBS consists of three main phases: system planning, service discovery, and service selection. Significant research has been done to solve the various problems in these three phases.
In the system planning phase, the system engineer determines the tasks to be performed and their execution order and implements the functional requirements of the SBS by invoking all of its component services one after another. Many studies of this phase use artificial intelligence techniques [16] [17] [18] [19] to identify the tasks needed to implement a SBS. The main idea is to translate the service composition problem in SBS engineering into a planning problem that can be fed into an efficient artificial intelligence planner. For example, [19] uses planning graphs to solve the top-k QoSaware automatic service composition problem. The results show that this approach provides more alternative SBSs with an optimal QoS for users. After the system planning phase, the tasks of the SBS are determined.
In the service discovery phase, the system engineer identifies for each task a set of suitable candidate services based on the functional and semantic information of candidate services. Service discovery is one of the core techniques in SOA and has been studied extensively in the past two decades. Existing approaches to Web service discovery typically use keyword-matching technologies to find published Web services [20] , [21] . Although keyword-matching approaches can benefit from information retrieval techniques and have incorporated several enhancement methods (e.g., structural matching of WSDL [22] and clustering algorithms [23] , [24] ), they still suffer from low precision and recall [25] . To improve the accuracy of service matching, various semantic Web-service languages based on ontology technology have been proposed, such as DSD [26] and OWLS-MX [27] . The ontology contains the definitions of predefined task-based queries that enrich the service description and SBS specification. Existing semantics-aware approaches can be further divided into logic-based [28] , [29] and non-logic-based [30] , [31] approaches. Both approaches have contributed significantly to the efficiency and practicality of service discovery. After the service discovery phase, a set of functionally equivalent candidate services are determined for each task of the SBS.
In the service selection phase, the system engineer selects a concrete service from each set of candidate services to compose the target SBS, which must fulfill the given quality constraints and achieve the optimization goals of the system engineer. Moreover, [32] proves that the service selection with multiple quality constraints for service composition is NP-complete. To address this issue, extensive research has been devoted to solving the SBS quality-aware service selection problem [1] , [2] , [6] , [33] , [34] . The general idea is to model service selection as a multi-choice 0-1 knapsack problem or a multi-constraint optimal path problem, which can be solved by using integer programming or heuristic algorithms. For example, [35] models quality-aware web service selection as a 0-1 knapsack problem and uses heuristic algorithms to find near-optimal solutions in polynomial time. In [2] , [36] , Zeng et al. present AgFlow, which is a QoSaware middleware platform that supports quality-driven Web service compositions that uses a method based on integer programming to select the optimal execution plan. At the conclusion of the service selection phase, the SBS is determined.
These phases can involve many complex techniques and methods to solve the various problems, requiring system engineers to spend significant time and effort to select, learn, and apply these techniques to develop a SBS solution. This bottleneck has been a significant obstacle to extending the use of SOA. A pressing need therefore exists for an assistive approach that can quickly provide system engineers with a solution for building SBSs. To address this problem, we propose herein to use SQS, which provides possible solutions extracted from the SBS history repository to assist system engineers in building a SBS. SQS can save significant time and effort in the SBS engineering process.
B. GRAPH-BASED SEARCH METHODS
Numerous methods have been proposed for automated service composition in service-oriented software engineering, among which the graph-based search method has been extensively studied as one of the mainstream approaches. In the following, we review and discuss the various graph-based search methods.
In the graph-based search method, services are represented by their inputs and outputs. A dependency graph is then constructed by semantic-based methods [37] [38] [39] or datamining-based methods [40] [41] [42] . Based on such a dependency graph, He et al. [7] present a solution called KS3 for building service-based systems. Reference [43] also transforms the SBS engineering problem into a graph-search problem (i.e., finding a composite service graph with the optimal global quality that can satisfy a user's request). Gu et al. [44] present an enhanced service-dependency graph and its search algorithm for the discovery of composite web services. However, in general, this approach may be an expensive requirement for large service repositories. Ma et al. [45] propose a two-phase graph search algorithm for quality-aware service composition that generates an optimal quality-aware solution (in terms of response time or throughput). Unfortunately, most of these graph-based search methods require traversing the entire dependency graph to find the optimal solution, which is often costly to compute for a large servicedependency graph.
To reduce the time complexity of global quality constraints, many other researchers apply heuristic algorithms to the graph models of Web service composition. Yang et al. [46] present a near-optimal solution called ACAGA_WSC to solve the dynamic web services composition problem, which is a graph search algorithm that involves the ant colony optimization algorithm. Pop et al. [47] also use ant colony optimization for Web service composition. Their proposed technique combines a service composition graph model with the ant colony optimization meta-heuristic to select the optimal solution. Silva et al. [48] proposed a graph-based PSO technique for quality-aware Web service composition. Like other heuristic approaches, this method traverses part of the graph to generate the near-optimal solution based on their quality properties.
Compared with the above graph-based search methods for building SBS, the proposed SQS approach transforms the process of building a SBS into a subgraph isomorphism problem, which has been widely studied in the database field [49] [50] [51] [52] . Moreover, the SQS framework uses an improved subgraph isomorphism algorithm inspired by the VF2 algorithm [53] (a classic subgraph isomorphism algorithm) to respond to system-engineer requests in a reasonable time. The experimental results show the SQS framework suffices for subgraph queries in SBS engineering. Of course, other algorithms that outperform VF2, such as QuickSI [49] , GraphQL [50] , GADDI [51] , SPath [52] , etc., can also be applied to SQS. Furthermore, SQS not only supports normal queries and constraint queries but also supports optimal queries. To summarize, the SQS approach complements existing approaches to facilitate effective and efficient SBS engineering.
III. PREREQUISITE DEFINITIONS AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
This section presents some basic concepts and definitions to be used later. We then formally model and answer different types of queries to assist system engineers in building SBS.
Definition 1 (Web Service): A Web service is defined as the triplet s =< I , O, Q >, where
. .} is the set of output parameters; 3) Q = {q 1 , q 2 , . . .} is the set of quality values of s obtained from its service level agreements (e.g., cost, response time, reliability, throughput, etc.).
In DEFINITION 1, the input and output parameters of each service describe the functional properties of the service and the quality of service describes the non-functional properties of the service. A Web service repository is a set of available Web services, which we denote as S = {s 1 , s 2 , . . .}.
Definition 2 (Business Process Query):
The business process query is actually a SBS plan that can be formalized as a two-tuple Q =< LS Q , LA Q >, where 1) LS Q = {T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T n } is a set of tasks, where each single task T i corresponds to a component functionality in the SBS engineering process, and the integer n is the number of tasks required to build a specific SBS;
denotes that the inputs of T j depend on the outputs of T i (i.e., T j can be the succeeding task of T i ), and LA Q describes the structure of the SBS plan. A business process query is an abstract description of a target SBS. Consider Fig. 2 According to different quality requirements, the business process query can be further divided into a normal query, a constraint query, and an optimal query, as discussed below.
Definition 3 (SBS Solution):
We define a SBS solution as
. . s n } is the set of Web services constituting the SBS solution, and the integer n is the number of services required to build a specific SBS;
indicates that the inputs of s j depend on the outputs of s i (i.e., s j can be the succeeding service of s i ), and A R provides the structural information of the SBS solution; 3) LS R is a set of service labels, which corresponds to a set of tasks or functionalities; 4) for each service s ∈ S R , FS R (s) ∈LS R is the label of s; 5) OQ expresses the overall quality of the SBS solution.
The overall quality can be calculated by using the corresponding aggregation functions [1] , [2] . The SBS solution is actually a valid service composition implemented by a series of service invocations. More specifically, one appropriate service is selected for each task in the business process query and these services are composed according to the query structure LA Q .
The wide application of service-based systems has generated a large number of historical SBS solutions. A largescale SBS history repository provides a variety of empirical solutions for building a SBS, but it also brings some inevitable problems, such as the difficulty of organizing and extracting useful information.
Recently, numerous approaches have been proposed to use a graph model to organize a Web service repository. In this graph model, a node represents a Web service, and a directed edge between two nodes represents the service composability (i.e., whether the two corresponding Web services can be composed in the order specified by the direction of the edge). Inspired by this, we construct a Web service data graph as specified by the following definition to organize the SBS history repository:
Definition 4 (Web Service Data Graph): We define a Web service data graph as a directed, vertex-labeled G =< S, A, LS, FS >, where 1) S is a set of vertices in G, which corresponds to a Web service repository; 2) A ⊆ S × S is a set of directed edges in G, each of which corresponds to the composability of services;
3) LS is a set of vertex labels, which corresponds to a set of tasks or functionalities; 4) for each vertex s ∈ S, FS(s) ∈LSis the label of s. Each a i ∈ A is mined from the collaboration history of Web services through data-mining-based approaches [40] [41] [42] . The edge a(s i , s j ) indicates that s j can be the service following s i in the composition of s i , s j . As an example, Fig. 4 shows a Web service data graph built from the SBS history repository shown in Fig. 1 . For each Web service in the SBS history repository, the data graph has a corresponding node. For each collaboration history of composable Web services s i and s j in the SBS history repository, the data graph contains an edge a(s i , s j ) between s i and s j . Table 1 presents the details of the ten services, where the q ct column gives the cost, the q rt column gives the response time, and the q rb and q tp columns show the reliability and throughput, respectively. Note that this approach constructs the data graph offline and, once built, the data graph remains relatively stable and can be updated with minimum overhead for specific events (e.g., new services joining or old services leaving). Given a business process query Q and a Web service data graph G, the problem of answering the query over G is to find an answer subgraph (i.e., a SBS solution that satisfy Q), denoted as M (Q) in G, containing connected nodes that covers all tasks and dependencies in Q. For example, consider the business process query Q in Fig. 2 and the data graph G in Fig. 4. Fig. 5 shows two SBS solutions, i.e., M 1 (Q) and M 2 (Q), from G for query Q. Based on the problem descriptions given above, the SBS engineering process can be transformed into a subgraph isomorphism problem defined as follows:
; where l and l is the label function of G and G , respectively. If an injective function f exists, then we say that G is isomorphic to G and vice versa.
According to DEFINITION 5, if a SBS solution sc can satisfy the business process query Q, then we can have the following injective function:
. We refer to this type of business process query, which does not consider quality constraints, as a normal query. To meet the various requirements of system engineers, we further divide the business process queries into constraint queries and optimal queries.
A constraint query is similar to a normal query but is constrained to a system quality such as q rt ((sc)) < 200 ms and q ct ((sc)) < $2 (i.e., the system must be able to complete the request in 200 milliseconds and spend less than $2). The quality of a SBS based on a subgraph can be calculated by aggregating the quality of its component services [1] , [2] . Taking sequence and parallel structures as examples, Table 2 presents the functions for calculating system cost, response time, reliability, and throughput, where '' '' means summation, '' '' means product, ''Max'' means maximum, and ''Min'' means minimum.
For example, the cost of the SBS solution M 1 (Q) in Fig. 5(a the query Q in Fig. 2 has two quality constraints q ct (M (Q)) < $5 and q rt (M (Q)) < 500 ms. The only satisfactory subgraph among the two SBS solutions shown in Fig. 5 is M 1 (Q) because M 2 (Q) does not satisfy the constraint for system cost.
An optimal query is also a constraint query, but the objective is to optimize the overall system quality. To comprehensively consider all the quality values of SBS, we calculate the overall SBS quality as follows:
where q i is the ith system quality, k is the number of qualities in the system, and w i is the weight of the ith quality. The weights satisfy k i=1 w i = 1 and 0 ≤ w i ≤ 1 . Note that the ith system quality discussed here is the normalized value because several high scores on some quality properties reduce the discrimination of those low scores on some other quality properties and vice versa. This paper normalizes all system qualities, and a low-quality value indicates a high system quality. Please refer to [2] for details about the normalization of quality values.
From the above description, the subgraph isomorphism mechanism in SQS is, in fact, a basic mechanism for answering different types of queries. This basic mechanism not only answers business process queries but also mines potential SBS solutions for system engineers. Given a business process query, a set of services identified by SQS that differs from those used by the corresponding SBS, as specified in the SBS history repository, is considered a potential solution. However, the problem of subgraph isomorphism in SBS engineering is difficult to solve because it is an NP-complete problem, which is computationally intensive for a large-scale SBS repository and becomes more complicated due to the multi-dimensional constraints and the optimization goals for system quality. VF2 is a well-known graph isomorphism identification algorithm that, by using of a set of feasibility rules during the matching process, provides an efficient way to find subgraphs for large-scale data graphs [53] . In this paper, we exploit the advantages of the VF2 algorithm and propose the SQS approach to overcome the challenges facing system engineers in building SBS. The technical details of the proposed SQS approach are presented in the next section. VOLUME 7, 2019 
IV. SUBGRAPH QUERY IN SERVICE-BASED SYSTEM ENGINEERING
Our SQS approach involves three principal operations. The first operation, IntermediateMatch, determines the next task to be matched based on the current search results and generates a set of intermediate matches from the Web service data graph. The second operation, ServiceFiltration, is the core of the whole architecture and is responsible for filtering the services that are impossible to present in the final SBS solutions based on four pruning rules. The third operation, TerminateSearch, builds a complete SBS solution based on different termination conditions in response to the three types of queries.
We first present a basic framework of the SQS approach and then discuss in detail the three SQS operations.
A. FRAMEWORK OF PROPOSED APPROACH
The SQS approach is implemented as a backtracking algorithm, which finds SBS solutions by incrementing the match between the task in the business process query and the service in the Web service data graph. A match list is a set of matches and is defined as follows: A high-level description of our SQS approach for building SBSs is outlined in Algorithm SQS. Its inputs are a business process query Q, a Web service data graph G, a quality constraint set C, and a match list M . Note that the initial match list M contains no matches (i.e., |M | = 0). The output of Algorithm is a SBS solution that is also represented as a match list M , where |M | = |LS Q |.
The proposed SQS algorithm grows partial SBS solutions one match at a time. The recursion stops when the SQS finds the complete match list (i.e., when |M | = |LS Q |; Line 1). Otherwise, the algorithm calls IntermediateMatch to generate a set of intermediate matches that have not yet appeared in M (Line 5) (see Subsection B for more details). Next, it calls ServiceFiltration, which uses pruning rules to obtain a set of qualified matches between tasks and services (Line 6) (see Subsection C for more details). For each qualified match m in CM, the SQS updates information by calling Update (line 8), following which the algorithm matches the remaining query tasks of Q by recursively calling SQS (line 9). It then restores all changes made by Update by calling Restore (Line 10). SQS stops the computation when the termination conditions are satisfied (line 2) (see Subsection D for more details). For different types of queries, SQS has different termination conditions, which are integrated into TerminateSearch.
Algorithm 1 SQS
Input: Web service data graph, G business process query, Q quality constraint set, C current matches, M. Output: a SBS solution.
TerminateSearch(M ) 3:
for each m in CM 8:
End for 12: End if In subsequent subsections, we detail three principal operations in our approach, including IntermediateMatch, ServiceFiltration, and TerminateSearch.
B. INTERMEDIATEMATCH OPERATION
According to the above overview, the SQS approach determines one task at a time, so multiple recursive calls form a task-matching order. However, the performance of the proposed approach depends strongly on the matching order of tasks in the business process query. For example, consider the business process query in Fig. 2 and the Web service data graph in Fig. 4 . If we match query tasks in the order (T 1 , T 2 , T 3 , T 4 , T 5 ) [ Fig. 6 (a) ], in the worst-case scenario, we must recursively call SQS 16 times to get a SBS solution. However, if we match query tasks in the order (T 2 , T 3 , T 4 , T 5 ,T 1 ) [ Fig. 6 (b) ], we only need to call SQS 10 times recursively. Therefore, a good match order can effectively reduce the search space. Unfortunately, the original VF2 algorithm does not define an order for selecting the query vertices.
To reduce the search space, in this section we introduce the IntermediateMatch operation to determines the next task to Given a Web service data graph G and a matched service MS, the unmatched adjacent services are defined as a service set NS = {S in ∪ S out }, where 1) S in is the set of not-yet-matched services in G, which are the origin of the dependencies ending in MS; 2) S out is the set of not-yet-matched services in G, which are the destination of the dependencies starting from
MS. Definition 11 (Unmatched Adjacent Tasks):
Given a business process query Q and a matched tasks MT, the unmatched adjacent tasks are defined as a task set NT = {T in ∪ T out }, where 1) T in is the set of not-yet-matched tasks in Q, which are the origin of the dependencies ending in MT; 2) T out is the set of not-yet-matched tasks in Q, which are the destination of the dependencies starting from MT. Consider the Web service data graph shown in Fig. 4 and the business process query shown in Fig. 2 as an example and assume the current match list M = {(T 2 , s 6 ), (T 3 , s 7 )}, then MS = {s 6 , s 7 }, MT = {T 2 , T 3 }, NS = {s 4 , s 5 , s 8 , s 9 , s 10 }, and NT = {T 1 , T 4 , T 5 }.
Before we determine the next task to be matched, we first conceptualize two general rules to guide the selection of tasks: Rule 1. Tasks with more candidate services are matched after tasks with fewer candidate services; Rule 2. Tasks with fewer dependencies are matched after tasks with more dependencies.
The number of dependencies for Rule 2 can be calculated by using:
where Neighbor(T ) represents all neighbor tasks of T in query Q Both of these rules can reduce the number of backtracks and thus reduce the number of intermediate results. Consider the example of rule 2, which reduces the number of intermediate results by increasing the limit between matching services, the business process query in Fig. 2 , and the data graph in Fig. 4 . Suppose the current matching information includes M = {(T 2 , s 6 ), (T 3 , s 7 ), (T 4 , s 8 )}, MS = {s 6 , s 7 , s 8 
It is a good choice for matching T 5 before T 1 because the service matching T 5 must depend on two services (s 7 and s 8 ), whereas the service matching T 1 only depends on s 4 . In other words, the match T 5 is more stringent than T 1 . Based on pruning rules, more stringent constraints often lead to a smaller set of qualified matching sets CM, thus reducing the number of backtracking steps required by SQS. These pruning rules are detailed in the next section.
Based on these two general rules, IntermediateMatch determines the next task to be matched in Q based on selectcost, which is defined as
where CS(T ) is the set of services with the same task as T in NS.S out (NS.S in ). Initially, IntermediateMatch selects as the first match task the task T ∈ Q. LS Q with the lowest selectcost. Next, we have IM = {(T , s)|s ∈ G.S ∧ G.FS(s) = T }. The remaining tasks and corresponding IM are generated based on NT .T out or NT .T in : 
C. SERVICEFILTRATION OPERATION
Although ordered task matching can reduce search space to some extent, subgraph queries for building SBSs remain extremely challenging because, even without considering dependencies between tasks and between services, infeasible intermediate matches are hard to filter in the early stages, leading to a large number of partial SBS solutions whose total size can be much greater than the size of the final SBS solutions. Moreover, calling SQS for each match m = (T c , s c ) in intermediate matches IM sharply increases the processing time, making it necessary to prune out infeasible intermediate matches.
In this section, we introduce the ServiceFiltration operation to filter the intermediate matches that cannot be presented in the final SBS solutions. This filtering operation uses the following four pruning rules: 
The first and second rules are clearly required because they ensure that M remains a partial SBS after adding a new match m, which is a necessary condition for M as a SBS solution. The last two rules are pruning strategies and indicate that the number of predecessor services (or successor services) of s c in NS.S in (NS.S out ) must be greater than or equal to the number of predecessor tasks (successor tasks) of T c in NT .T in (NT .T out ). Otherwise, it shows that, for the new matching task, T c in Q and its number of neighbors is greater than the number of neighbors of s c in G. Thus, exactly matching all the tasks in Q is ultimately impossible.
The ServiceFiltration operation filters infeasible intermediate matches in the IM according to the four filter rules to generate a qualified match set CM. The SQS is then recursively called for each match in the CM until the termination conditions are satisfied. Note that the current matching information needs to be updated before recursion, including Matched Services/Tasks and Unmatched Adjacent Services/Tasks, and all changes need to be restored after recursion.
D. TERMINATESEARCH OPERATION
In this section, we introduce the TerminateSearch operation in response to the three different types of business-process queries mentioned in Section III (i.e., normal query, constraint query, and optimal query).
For a normal query, SQS tries to find a match list M that covers all tasks and dependencies in LS Q and LA Q . According to the description in Algorithm SQS, the SQS approach explores the business-process queries by using a depth-first search strategy, thereby ensuring that all tasks in a normal query are covered. The four rules in the ServiceFiltration operation guarantee the necessary dependencies between current tasks and services. Therefore, for a normal query Q, the search-termination condition of SQS is that all tasks in Q are matched. This rule can be formalized as
In other words, once a complete SBS solution is found, the SQS for the response normal query stops the subgraph isomorphic search. For a constraint query, SQS tries to find a match list M that (1) covers all tasks and dependencies in LS Q and LA Q and (2) fulfills all quality constraints. Similar to the search-termination condition for normal queries, Eq. (5) is included in the search-termination condition for responding to the constraint query. Besides Eq. (5), the constraint
is included in the SQS for responding to the constraint query to take the quality constraints into consideration. In Eq. (6), c i is the constraint for the ith quality property of the SBS. The SQS for the response constraint query stops the subgraph isomorphism search once the complete SBS solution fulfills all quality constraints. Otherwise, the search continues until all possible solutions are traversed.
An optimal query is a constraint query with an overall system-quality-optimization goal. For an optimal query, SQS tries to find a match list M that (1) covers all tasks and dependencies in LS Q and LA Q , (2) fulfills all quality constraints, and (3) achieves the following overall systemquality-optimization goal:
For an optimal query, SQS must search out all SBS solutions that fulfill all quality constraints and then select the one solution with the best overall system quality. Therefore, in this case, SQS does not stop the subgraph isomorphism search without traversing all possible solutions.
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
This section evaluates the practicality (measured by success rate and the number of potential SBS solutions), effectiveness (also measured by success rate), and efficiency (measured by computational overhead) of SQS in response to three types of queries for building SBSs.
A. DATASETS AND SETUP
To evaluate the different properties of the proposed SQS approach, we conducted two series of experiments (called series A and B) on two real-world datasets (PW and QWS). The descriptions of these datasets are as follows:
PW Dataset. This dataset contains the functional information about real-world Web services and SBSs crawled from programmableweb.com, which is a service portal that has been accumulating a variety of Web services and SBSs since 2005 [54] , [55] . The PW dataset contains information about which of the 1496 Web services are used by each of the 2928 SBSs. Table 3 presents the relevant statistics of the PW dataset. This dataset has also been widely used in many other studies of service-oriented software engineering [6] , [7] .
QWS Dataset. This dataset contains more than 2500 real-world web services, including functional and nine-dimensional quality information collected from public registries, search engines, and service portals [2] , [36] . In recent years, experiments on this dataset have been very popular with researchers specializing in service-oriented software engineering [56] .
In experiment series A, a data graph is generated based on information retrieved from the PW dataset. We sampled historical SBSs from the PW dataset in five proportions (i.e., 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and 100%) to generate data graphs of different sizes. Each node corresponds to one of the 1496 Web services in the PW dataset, with each edge corresponding to a dependency between services in the PW dataset. If two services are used by the same SBS, and one of them is a direct predecessor service or direct successor service of another service, then a dependency exists between the two services in the service data graph. We removed the service with no dependencies on other services. The total queries in this experiment series are generated directly from the 2928 SBSs in the PW dataset, so they are normal queries without quality constraints or optimization objectives. To demonstrate the practicality of SQS, we measure the success rate of SQS in response to these normal queries, as shown in Subsection B. As discussed in Section III, to answer a normal query, SQS finds subgraphs that are isomorphic to the business process query in the data graph. SQS may find potential solutions that do not appear in the SBS history repository. In this series of experiments, we also evaluate the capacity of SQS to mine potential SBS solutions. It can offer alternative solutions to users and the number of potential solutions found for 2928 queries demonstrates its practicality. Additionally, we compare the computational overhead of the proposed SQS approach with the classic graph search algorithm Depth First Search to evaluate the efficiency of our approach, as shown in Subsection D. The Depth First Search algorithm (DFS-Based) is often used as the baseline algorithm in service composition process for engineering an SBS.
To evaluate the proposed SQS method more comprehensively, a random service data graph is generated in experiment series B based on the well-known Erdős-Rényi model [57] , which ensures that the services in the QWS dataset are randomly linked to each other in the service data graph. The queries in this experiment series are randomly generated from the random service data graph by using the random surfer method [58] . Moreover, the quality constraints for the constraint and optimal queries are randomly generated by using the pre-specified constraint stringency. In fact, five factors influence the effectiveness and efficiency of SQS, and we vary these factors in this experiment series to study the performance of SQS, as presented in Table 4 . We measure the effectiveness by success rate and the efficiency by computational overhead, as described in detail in Subsections C and D, respectively. Each result in experiment series B is the average of 1000 queries.
All algorithms were implemented in Python 2.7. All experiments were conducted on a machine running Ubuntu 18.04 LTS with an Intel i5-7300HQ CPU running at 2.50 GHz and with 8 GB RAM. Table 5 presents the success rate of SQS responses to 2928 normal queries in experiment series A. The results show that the success rate of SQS responses to queries increases with the number of historical SBSs that construct data graphs. SQS performs well for small SBS queries. When the SBS query contains two tasks, SQS can always find a SBS solution, even for small-scale data graphs (when only 20% of the PW dataset is used). This performance degrades upon increasing the number of tasks in the SBS queries. However, when using data graphs constructed by all SBSs in the PW dataset, SQS can always find a SBS solution regardless of the size of the queries. This also demonstrates that, by entering a normal query that contains the task and task dependencies, system engineers can use SQS to determine the services VOLUME 7, 2019 required for building the corresponding SBS from the PW dataset. Table 6 shows the capacity of SQS to find potential solutions when answering the 2928 queries in experiment series A. As the number of historical SBSs for building data graphs increases, SQS discovers more potential SBS solutions, making it easier for SQS to find alternative solutions. The ability of SQS to mine potential SBS solutions decreases for more complex SBS queries. However, the experimental results also show that, even for complex tasks (more than 20 tasks in the SBS queries), SQS still finds multiple potential SBS solutions.
B. PRACTICALITY EVALUATION
The results obtained from this series of experiments show that, given a normal query, SQS can find the SBS solution specified in the PW dataset, as well as the potential SBS solution.
C. EVALUATION OF EFFECTIVENESS
This section discusses how various factors affect the effectiveness of the SQS methods in experiment series B. We compare three SQS methods, SQS-normal, SQS-constraint, and SQS-optimal, that respond to normal queries, constraint queries, and optimal queries, respectively. Fig. 7 shows the experimental results. The histogram corresponds to the left ordinate, which indicates the success rate, and the line graph corresponds to the right ordinate, which indicates the overall quality. In all cases, the SQS-normal method obtains a consistent success rate of 100.0% because it does not consider quality constraints or quality optimization goals. Again, this indicates that the SQS method can always find a SBS solution in response to a normal query. However, the SQS-constraint method and SQS-optimal method do not always find a SBS solution in response to a constraint query or an optimal query respectively. We also find that the SQS method applied to a constraint query or an optimal query gives the same success rate in the same set of experiments. This result is attributed to the fact that the success rate of both SQS-optimal and SQS-constraint depends on whether a SBS solution can be found that fulfills all quality constraints. Additionally, significant differences exist in the overall quality value of the three SQS methods. In all cases, the SQS-optimal method achieved the best results because it traverses the entire data graph, whereas the SQS-normal and SQS-constraint methods do not. Fig. 7(a) shows the results of experiment set B#1. The success rate of the SQS-constraint and SQS-optimal methods decreases significantly as the query size increases whereas the SQS-normal method consistently maintains significantly higher success rates. In particular, given 10 tasks in the query, the success rate achieved by SQS-constraint and SQS-optimal is 23.52% versus a 100% success rate for SQS-normal. The reason for the decrease in the success rate of SQS-constraint and SQS-optimal is that the increased query size means more complex query structures, making it more difficult to find a SBS solution that fulfills the quality constraints and optimization goals for system quality. From the perspective of overall quality, more Web services are combined in the SBS as the number of tasks in the query increases, which increases the overall quality of the SBS. Fig. 7 (b) presents the success rates obtained in experiment set B#2. The results demonstrate that the increase in the number of quality constraints from 1 to 9 leads to a decrease in the success rates of the SQS-constraint and SQS-optimal methods from 100% to 83.08%. The reason for this decrease FIGURE 7. Impact of factors on success rate (the higher the better) and overall quality (the lower the better) (experiment series B).
is that, upon increasing the number of quality constraints, it becomes difficult to find a SBS solution that fulfills all the quality constraints of the SQS-constraint and SQS-optimal methods and that also increases the overall quality. Fig. 7(c) shows the success rates obtained in experiment set B#3. The increase in graph size leads to an increase in the success rate achieved by SQS-constraint and SQS-optimal. The reason for the increased success rate is that a larger data graph means more candidate services for each task in the query, increasing the likelihood of finding a SBS solution. Even for 2000 nodes, the success rates of the SQS methods remain above 90.0%. In addition, as the number of candidate services increases, the SQS-optimal method that traverses the entire graph finds better services, resulting in a lower overall quality. Fig. 7(d) presents the results of experiment set B#4, where the success rate of the SQS-constraint and SQS-optimal methods increases significantly with increasing graph density. The graph density discussed here refers to the ratio of the number of dependencies to the number of services in the given web service data graph. A higher ratio creates more predecessors and successors for each service, which increases the probability of finding a SBS solution. From the perspective of overall quality, the results shown in Fig. 7(d) are similar to those in Fig. 7(c) . The overall quality produced by the SQS-normal and SQS-constraint methods is not significantly affected by the increase in graph density. As the graph density increases, the SQS optimal method finds a better SBS solution. Fig. 7 (e) shows the success rates obtained in experiment set B#5. The success rate of the SQS-constraint and SQS-optimal methods decreases significantly upon increasing the stringency of the quality constraints, whereas SQS-normal consistently maintains a significantly higher success rate. This result is attributed to the fact that SQS-constraint and SQSoptimal have more difficulty finding a SBS solution that fulfills more stringent quality constraints, whereas SQS-normal does not consider quality constraints. Consider the stringent quality constraint of >90 as an example: the success rates of all methods except the SQS-normal method are less than 10%. However, SQS-normal quickly finds a SBS solution under highly stringent quality constraints. Conversely, with less stringent quality constraints, the SQS-constraint and SQS-optimal methods find better SBS solutions. In particular, when the stringency reaches 100, the stringency method almost needs to traverse the entire data graph to find the SBS solution. Therefore, the overall quality value of the SQS-constraint method is similar to that of the SQS-optimal method. that is, we use all SBSs in the PW dataset. From the comparison results, we observed that our approach has excellent search speed performance in all different query sizes. This result is expected because the DFS-Based approach takes into account some infeasible intermediate matches; this is also worsened when the number of tasks in the query is large. As the query size increases from 2 to 10, the computation time of our approach increases uniformly from 12 to 727 ms, while the DFS-Based approach increases from 60 to 1332 ms. Generally, the time cost of both approaches increases in proportion to the number of tasks. However, when the number of tasks exceeds 10, the computation time fluctuates with the number of tasks. Two reasons explain this fluctuation: (1) Given a very small number of large queries in the PW dataset, a few queries with long computation times strongly affect the average computation time. For example, our experimental results show that, in a query with 19 tasks, SQS takes only 610 ms to respond to the query, whereas for a query with 16 tasks, SQS takes 1753 ms to respond to the query. (2) The number of candidate services for each task in the query cannot be guaranteed to be similar, which strongly affects the running time. This is also borne out by the experimental results. However, the experimental results show that, even in unusual scenarios with complex tasks, SQS takes only 3985 ms to find a SBS solution, while DFS-Based takes about 7200 ms. This demonstrates that SQS is sufficiently fast for most real-world applications. Thus, the following discussion mainly focuses on the SQS approach, including SQS-normal, SQS-constraint, and SQS-optimal. Fig. 9 shows how various factors affect the average computation time taken by SQS-normal, SQS-constraint, and SQSoptimal in experiment series B. Fig. 9(a) shows the average computation time obtained in experiment set B#1. The results show that an increase in query size only slightly increases the computation time of the SQS-normal method. However, the performance of the SQS-constraint and SQS-optimal methods depends more strongly on query size. Moreover, the computation time of SQS-constraint and SQS-optimal is longer than that of SQS-normal for any query size because of the system quality constraints. However, the results demonstrate that, even in a 10-task scenario, SQS-optimal takes less than 100 ms to find a solution, and SQS-constraint takes only about 80 ms. We believe that SQS is sufficiently efficient for most real-world applications. Fig. 9(b) shows the average computation time taken by SQS in response to different queries in experiment set B#2. The results demonstrate that the SQS-normal method rapidly finds the solution, with the SQS-constraint method providing the second lowest computation time, and the SQS-optimal method providing the longest computation time. The results also show that the number of constraints does not significantly affect the computational overhead of the SQS-normal and SQS-optimal methods, which we attribute to the fact that the SQS-normal method does not consider these constraints, regardless of the number of constraints. In contrast, the SQSoptimal method takes constraints into account and always searches for all possible solutions. The increase in the number of quality constraints slightly increases the computation time of the SQS-constraint method because it requires filtering out more SBS solutions that do not satisfy the quality constraints. Fig. 9 (c) shows how graph size affects the SQS computation time. These results demonstrate that, again, SQS-normal has the lowest computation time and SQS-constraint the second lowest; furthermore, the computation time of the SQS-constraint method increases only slightly with increasing graph size. The increase in graph size significantly increases the computational time of the SQS-optimal method because a larger data graph means more candidate services, which increases the search space for the SQS-optimal method. However, the results indicate that, even in an extreme scenario with the largest data graph (10 000 nodes and 60 000 edges), SQS-optimal takes only 900 ms to find a SBS solution. This result shows that SQS is sufficiently fast for real-world SBS engineering.
D. EVALUATION OF EFFICIENCY
The results shown in Fig. 9 (d) are similar to those shown in Fig. 9(c) . The fast methods, including SQS-normal and SQS-constraint, take less than 30 ms to complete the SBS engineering process. An increase in the number of candidate services leads to an increase in SQS-optimal computation time from 10 to 228 ms, which remains sufficiently fast for most, if not all, real-world applications. Fig. 9 (e) shows how the stringency of the quality constraints affects SQS efficiency. The stringency of the quality constraints does not seriously affect the computation time of the SQS-normal and SQS-optimal methods. In response to a query, the SQS-normal method can quickly find a SBS solution, and the SQS-optimal method takes only about 72 ms to find a SBS solution to achieve the quality-optimization goal. However, the computation time of the SQS-constraint method increases as the quality constraints become more stringent, approaching the computation time of the SQS-optimal method in extreme cases (i.e., when the stringency reaches 100). This result is attributed to the fact that, as quality constraints become more stringent, the SQS-constraint method has more difficulty finding a SBS solution that fulfills all the constraints specified in the query. In extreme cases, the SQSconstraint method also traverses all possible solutions. Based on these experimental results for computation time, we conclude that the proposed SQS approach is highly efficient and can scale with the number of tasks in a query, the number of quality constraints, the graph size, the graph density, and the stringency of the quality constraints. Furthermore, because this approach provides three solutions for a business process query, it should be preferred by users concerned about multiple solutions.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we propose an approach based on previous development experience for building service-based systems (SBSs). This approach, called subgraph queries for SBSs (SQS), assists system engineers with no detailed knowledge of SOA techniques to identify SBS solutions based only on a pre-specified SBS plan that describes the functionality of the SBS. Furthermore, SQS supports three types of queries: normal query, constraint query, and optimal query. SQS opens a new paradigm for efficient SBS engineering that can significantly save time and effort during the SBS engineering process. The results of the experiments on two real-world datasets demonstrate the practicality, effectiveness, and efficiency of SQS and demonstrate that the proposed approach is sufficiently fast for real-world SBS engineering.
The experimental results indicate that SQS has more difficulty finding a SBS solution that fulfills quality constraints and optimization goals for system quality when the query size is large or when the stringency of the quality constraints is high. In future work, we will address this issue by finding a SBS solution that nearly matches the query and by improving SQS performance. 
